Supporting Independent Human Rights Institutions to Advance Accountability for Children’s Rights

A Global Webinar Series

Independent Human Rights Institutions (IHRIs) play a critical role in the promotion and protection of children’s rights. This Global Webinar Series seeks to further collaboration with and support to IHRIs in their work with and for children.

The four-part Series will include the presentation of a series of tools for IHRIs recently developed by UNICEF and partners, as well as a range of promising practices of IHRIs in promoting and protecting children’s rights.

Guided by the tools, the Series will specifically address the following areas:

- IHRIs and Children’s Rights: Guiding Principles and Practical Approaches
- IHRIs and Promotion and Outreach with Children
- IHRIs and Child Participation
- IHRIs and Child-friendly Complaint Mechanisms

The Series is open to all and we invite you to share this broadcast widely. Questions can be sent to Adam Jones at adjones@unicef.org.

Webinar 1 of 4  **IHRIs and Children’s Rights: Guiding Principles and Practical Approaches**

13\(^\text{th}\) Feb., 08:00 - 09:30 (New York)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Speaker/Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:00 - 08:10</td>
<td>Opening remarks and moderation</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:10 - 08:20</td>
<td>Guiding principles of a children’s rights approach</td>
<td>Independent experts Vanessa Sedletzki and Gerison Lansdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:20 - 08:35</td>
<td>A global mapping of the work of NHRIs with and for children</td>
<td>The Global Alliance for National Human Rights Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:35 - 08:50</td>
<td>A regional perspective on support to IHRIs and key challenges faced</td>
<td>The European Network of Ombudspersons for Children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:50 - 09:20</td>
<td>Q&amp;A session</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:20 - 09:30</td>
<td>Closing remarks</td>
<td>UNICEF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Join Skype for Business meeting [here](#)

Or, join by phone using the below access details:

United States: +16467571480, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
Switzerland: +41225083200, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
Hungary: +3617909400, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
United Kingdom: +443300102423, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Jordan: +96265509679, access code: 633113355 (Global) Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
Panama: +5073017399, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
Cameroon: +85523260206, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
South Africa: +27879403508, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Bulgaria: +35924928220, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Denmark: +4578793993, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
France: +33176542732, access code: 633113355 (Global) French (France)
Netherlands: +31705680050, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (Australia)
Australia: +61730628687, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (Australia)
Brazil: +556136860910, access code: 633113355 (Global) Portuguese (Brazil)
Belgium: +3228080292, access code: 633113355 (Global) French (France)
Greece: +302112304307, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Italy: +390697632494, access code: 633113355 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Italy: +390552033399, access code: 633113355 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Albania: +35544548424, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Moldova: +37322893037, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
Georgia: +995322422802, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Ukraine: +380443922163, access code: 633113355 (Global) Ukrainian (Ukraine)
Austria: +43720775772, access code: 633113355 (Global) German (Germany)
Turkey: +902127055614, access code: 633113355 (Global) Turkish (Turkey)
Thailand: +6623049399, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
Serbia: +381114410154, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Azerbaijan: +994123105042, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
UNICEF VOIP: 4103010000, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Pakistan: +92518317720, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Philippines: +6322495650, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United States)
South Sudan: +211911403500, access code: 633113355 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Senegal: +221338310788, access code: 633113355 (Global) French (France)

**Conference ID:** 633113355 (same as access code above)

[Find a local number](#)

[Forgot your dial-in PIN?](#)

**Webinar 2 of 4**  
**IHRIs and Promotion and Outreach with Children**

13th Mar., 07:00 - 08:30 (New York)

Join Skype for Business meeting [here](#)

Or, join by phone using the below access details:

United States: +16467571480, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Switzerland: +41225083200, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Hungary: +3617909400, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
United Kingdom: +443300102423, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Jordan: +96265509679, access code: 383034462 (Global) Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
Panama: +5073017399, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Cambodia: +85523260206, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
South Africa: +27879403508, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Bulgaria: +35924928220, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Denmark: +4578793993, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
France: +33176542732, access code: 383034462 (Global) French (France)
Netherlands: +31705680050, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Australia: +61730628687, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (Australia)
Brazil: +556136860910, access code: 383034462 (Global) Portuguese (Brazil)
Belgium: +3228080292, access code: 383034462 (Global) French (France)
Greece: +302112340307, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Italy: +390697632494, access code: 383034462 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Albania: +35544548424, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Moldova: +37322893037, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Georgia: +995322422802, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Ukraine: +380443922163, access code: 383034462 (Global) Ukrainian (Ukraine)
Austria: +43720775772, access code: 383034462 (Global) German (Germany)
Turkey: +902127055614, access code: 383034462 (Global) Turkish (Turkey)
Thailand: +6623049399, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
Serbia: +381114410154, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Azerbaijan: +994123105042, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
UNICEF VOIP: 4103010000, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Pakistan: +92518317720, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Philippines: +6322495650, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United States)
South Sudan: +211911403500, access code: 383034462 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Senegal: +221338310788, access code: 383034462 (Global) French (France)

Find a local number

Conference ID: 383034462 (same as access code above)

Forgot your dial-in PIN? | Help

Webinar 3 of 4  

**IHRIs and Child Participation**

16th Apr., 07:00 - 08:30 (New York)

Join Skype for Business meeting [here](#)

Or, join by phone using the below access details:

United States: +16467571480, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
Switzerland: +41225083200, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
Hungary: +3617909400, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
United Kingdom: +443300102423, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Jordan: +96265509679, access code: 49130240 (Global) Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
Panama: +5073017399, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
Cambodia: +85523260206, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
South Africa: +27879403508, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Bulgaria: +35924928220, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Denmark: +4578793993, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
France: +33176542732, access code: 49130240 (Global) French (France)
Netherlands: +31705680050, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
Australia: +61730628687, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (Australia)
Brazil: +556136860910, access code: 49130240 (Global) Portuguese (Brazil)
Belgium: +3228080292, access code: 49130240 (Global) French (France)
Greece: +302112340307, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Italy: +390697632494, access code: 49130240 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Italy: +390552033399, access code: 49130240 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Albania: +35544548424, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Moldova: +37322893037, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)
Georgia: +995322422802, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Ukraine: +380443922163, access code: 49130240 (Global) Ukrainian (Ukraine)
Austria: +43720775772, access code: 49130240 (Global) German (Germany)
Turkey: +902127055614, access code: 49130240 (Global) Turkish (Turkey)
Thailand: +6623049399, access code: 49130240 (Global) English (United States)

Conference ID: 49130240 (same as access code above)

Forgot your dial-in PIN? | Help

Webinar 4 of 4  IHRIs and Child-Friendly Complaint Mechanisms

15th May, 07:00 - 08:30 (New York)

Join Skype for Business meeting here

Or, join by phone using the below access details:

United States: +16467571480, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Switzerland: +41225083200, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Hungary: +3617909400, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
United Kingdom: +443300102423, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Jordan: +96265509679, access code: 60585795 (Global) Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
Panama: +5073017399, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Cambodia: +8552326206, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
South Africa: +27879403508, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Bulgaria: +35924928220, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Denmark: +4578793993, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
France: +33176542732, access code: 60585795 (Global) French (France)
Netherlands: +31705680050, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Australia: +61730628687, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (Australia)
Brazil: +556136860910, access code: 60585795 (Global) Portuguese (Brazil)
Belgium: +3228080292, access code: 60585795 (Global) French (France)
Greece: +302112340307, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Italy: +390697632494, access code: 60585795 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Italy: +390552033399, access code: 60585795 (Global) Italian (Italy)
Albania: +35544548424, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Moldova: +37322893037, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Georgia: +995322422802, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Ukraine: +380443922163, access code: 60585795 (Global) Ukrainian (Ukraine)
Austria: +43720775772, access code: 60585795 (Global) German (Germany)
Turkey: +902127055614, access code: 60585795 (Global) Turkish (Turkey)
Thailand: +6623049399, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United States)
Serbia: +381114410154, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Azerbaijan: +994123105042, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
UNICEF VOIP: 4103010000, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Pakistan: +92518317720, access code: 60585795 (Global) English (United Kingdom)
Philippines: +6322495650, access code: 60585795 (Global)  English (United States)
South Sudan: +211911403500, access code: 60585795 (Global)  English (United Kingdom)
Senegal: +221338310788, access code: 60585795 (Global)  French (France)

Find a local number

Conference ID: 60585795 (same as access code above)

Forgot your dial-in PIN? Help